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The Role of Therapeutic Landscape in Improving Mental Health of People with PTSD

Shima Taheri, Amirhosein Shabani and Maryam Ghasemi Sichani

Abstract

Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) as a complex disorder, with serious consequences, affects the quality of life of the individual, the family, as well as the community. Therefore, the subject of this chapter is to study how to reduce stress and improve the quality of life of these people and consequently the community. This chapter is based on documentary studies including the foundations of the theory, the study of the results of experiments in the world, and case studies in this field, which shows that the interaction of individuals with PTSD and therapeutic landscapes can act as a therapeutic mechanism. In the following, features from therapeutic landscapes that help to optimize mental health levels are reviewed in people with PTSD, briefly.
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1. Introduction

Stress control improves health, prevents diseases, enhances the quality of life, and reduces health costs [1]. To date, little research has been conducted on the positive and negative effects of the physical environment for people with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and in particular, little is known about what types of outdoor spaces, and what elements and activities in those outdoor spaces, will be of greatest benefit. The complex combination of physical and neurological injuries interwoven with long-lasting emotional challenges may call for unique design concepts [2]. The notable point about research on quality of life and improving the health of people with PTSD is that so far, many studies have been done about them, however, few studies have been conducted on the role of therapeutic landscape in improving the health of people with PTSD, since this object is a very important disorder that can affect the overall life of a person and affect the work, psychosocial, and physical activity, so that stress relief is highly effective in determining the effectiveness of healthcare and rehabilitation. This chapter first gives a brief overview of PTSD and its levels and attributes then investigates the foundations of the theory and philosophy of association with the nature and effects of nature on health in therapeutic landscape form; the next section is about therapeutic landscapes backgrounds for people with PTSD; also, we discuss the need for a therapeutic landscape to improve
the health of people with PTSD and finally introduce some effective environmental factors in the effectiveness of the therapeutic landscape for PTSD.

2. PTSD

Trauma exposure leads to various psychiatric disorders including depression, anxiety, bipolar disorders, personality disorders, psychotic disorders, and trauma-related disorders, especially post-traumatic stress disorder [3]. Post-traumatic stress disorder is classified in the new class of traumatic and stress disorder [4]. The term post-traumatic stress disorder was first coined in the 1970s to replace post-Vietnam syndrome. The condition was formally recognized in 1980 in the DSM-IV [5]. PTSD generally appears within 3 months after a traumatic experience such as sexual or psychological abuse or assault, a serious accident, natural disaster, or war-related event(s) [6] or a non-war traumatic event such as a terrorist attack, family violence, and serious injury [7]. It often occurs with—and may be exacerbated by or contribute to—related disorders, including depression [8, 9] substance abuse [10], memory loss, and other physical, mental health problems, and suicidal ideation [11, 12]. Although the majority of PTSD cases in the US are caused by non-combat trauma [13, 14], the lifetime prevalence of the disorder is higher in combat-exposed cases [15]. Individuals with PTSD continue to experience the psychological effects of trauma, including re-experiencing symptoms, avoidance of similar stimuli, negative cognition and mood, and increased physical arousal, long after being removed to a safe environment [7]. They may also suffer a wide range of consequences of revealing their problems, such as a higher likelihood of losing jobs or being discriminated against in the workplace, social exclusion, lower income, difficulties in renting residences, exclusion from social communities, and legal difficulties [16]. In addition to the patients themselves, family members, friends, community members, colleagues, and employers are also indirectly affected by PTSD. Currently, more than 2% of the US population (about 7.7 million people) is known to suffer from PTSD, and 8–9% of the US population reports experiencing lifetime PTSD [17].

More than 60% of men and 51% of women face a major stressful event during their lifetime [18, 19]. Of course, the prevalence of PTSD in the typical population is reported to be between 5 and 10% [20, 21], which shows that only a small group of people with a major incident eventually have PTSD [22] which, of course, is highly dependent on stress. According to the World Health Organization, 450 million people in the world are suffering from vascular and psychiatric illness [23]. About 65% of patients with mental disorders live with their families [24]. The overall prevalence of PTSD is about 8% in general, which is 10–12% in women and 5–6% in men. Also, the prevalence of diseases associated with PTSD is high, with about two-thirds of these patients having at least two other disorders [25, 26]. Over 40% of the risk for PTSD may be genetically heritable [27]. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) stands out as a major mental illness and is becoming a serious public health challenge.

3. The role of nature in improving physical and mental health

In health geography and environmental psychology, substantial literatures on green space environments emphasize their potential to promote health and well-being [28–31]. Fortunately, there is a recently rediscovered body of evidence
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that supports the view that nature generally, and everyday living environments in particular, can have a profound effect on health and well-being. Connecting with nature can restore cognitive attention [32, 33], improve blood pressure and self-esteem [34], support pro-environmental behaviors [35], decrease symptoms of attention deficit disorder [36], and improve community resilience [37]. Contact with nature is an effective “upstream health promotion” tool for whole populations. That is, it is useful in prevention of mental health conditions [38]. Studies have shown that exposure to natural environments enhances our ability to recover from stress, illness, and injury, and provides a wide range of social, psychological, and physiological benefits [39, 40]. Across our towns and cities, a connection with nature has been found to be a vital, albeit often unconscious, part of being human.

In the late 1970s, the environmental psychologist Ulrich began research on the emotional and psychological effects of environmental esthetics on individuals with a special experience in terms of psychological challenges. In 1984, his paper, “The View through a window” can be effective in restoring the patient after surgery, “posed a serious discussion about access to nature in hospitals, which was published in the journal Science. The outcomes data revealed that patients with the nature view had shorter hospital stays, suffered fewer postsurgical complications, needed fewer doses of potent narcotic pain medication, and received more positive written comments in their medical records from staff [41].

Ulrich’s study, cited in thousands of publications—from books to scholarly journals to newspaper and magazine articles—was, and continues to be, signify for two reasons. First, it demonstrated to the medical community—using the same empirical, quantitative methods that they used and respected—that the physical environment, and specifically views of nature, had a measurable positive effect on patient health. Second, it established a business case for providing access to nature. All of the improved health outcomes for patients—duration of hospital stay, amount of pain medication, degree of strain on nursing staff, and level of patient satisfaction—translated directly to potential cost savings [6].

Physical settings can play a role in coping with stress; in particular, experimental research has found strong evidence between exposure to natural environments and recovery from physiological stress and mental fatigue, giving support to both “stress recovery theory” and “attention restoration theory” [42–44]. In fact, exposure to natural environments protects people against the impact of environmental stressors and offer physiological, emotional, and attention restoration more so than urban environments. Natural places that allow the renewal of personal adaptive resources to meet the demands of everyday life are called “restorative environments.” Natural environments elicit greater calming responses than urban environments, and in relation to their vision there is a general reduction of physiological symptoms of stress. Exposure to natural scenes mediates the negative effects of stress reducing the negative mood state and above all enhancind positive emotions. Moreover, one can recover the decrease of cognitive performance associated with stress, especially reflected in attention tasks, through the salutary effect of viewing nature. Giving the many benefits of contact with nature, plans for urban environments should attend to restrictiveness [45].

The neuroscientist Esther Sternberg suggests that part of nature’s benefit is derived from the multitude of simultaneous positive sensory experiences [46, 47]. Proximity to nature, especially trees, was also found to have a beneficial effect on the amount of domestic violence in Chicago public housing households [48], women’s ability to cope with major life issues [49], and amount of inner-city crime [50]. A study by team of Li [51] showed that nature therapy increases the activity of natural lethal cells that are part of the immune system against cancer risk. This in turn
helps to increase resistance to stress. Past research demonstrates that naturalistic settings may offer benefits in terms of stress reduction and improved mental states within corrections environments [52].

4. Theoretical and philosophical foundation

In stress reduction theory, Ulrich is emphasized on health positive results by reducing stress based on two main reasons. First, many people who are ill or caring for a patient experience stress. Second, many people—someone who are not aware of this sign—are demanding environments in order to reduce stress where is predominant in nature [53]. There is powerful evidence that indicates (1) sensory control, (2) social support, (3) physical movement, (4) natural positive distractions help reduce stress [44, 54, 55].

Attention restoration theory was developed by Rachel and Stephen Kaplan in the decade 1980 in their book “Nature Experience: One Psychological Approach” was introduced to describe environmental impacts [32, 56] on humans and emphasizes the role of the natural environment for the physical, psychological recovery of the individual as a factor in the restoration of thought. According to this view, placing in the environment can reduce people’s psychological pressure and improve the fatigue of the audience. This theory claims that people after spending time in nature, or even looking at the scenes of nature can focus better. The natural range is with many soft charms that a person can show in “simple and instant attention,” such as moving clouds across the sky, the sound of leaves in mild wind, or the sound of flowing water in a stream full of rock. Kaplan’s theory defines two-related systems: directed attention, engaging in a particular task, which is often difficult and stressful (like taking a test, doing surgery), requires simultaneous removal of the sensory stimulus. Psychological restoration can be described as the ability to perceive recovery and restoration, so that the observer can understand environmental properties that reduce mental fatigue and stress Figures 1 and 2 [57].

Since Gesler introduced the concept in 1992, the notion of “therapeutic landscape” has been productively employed to better understand the dynamic between place and wellness [58], a therapeutic landscape includes both the

Figure 1.

Low-cost, edible garden interventions in a public park can be added as a temporary or permanent feature [57].
natural, built, symbolic, and social environments [59]. Moving from its initial application of understanding places reputed for their healing qualities, the therapeutic landscape concept today also encompasses everyday landscapes [60]. Collectively, therapeutic places are culturally constructed, experienced differently by different people, and not necessarily ideal or romantic landscapes [61]. As Gesler and Kearns [62] contend, landscapes are multi-dimensional: the sites of human-environment interaction, products of social processes, and individual or personal constructs. Similarly, contemporary definitions of health include multiple aspects of wellbeing: emotional, spiritual, physical, and social. Gesler’s concept suggests that specific landscapes not only provide an identity, satisfying a human need for roots, but can also act as the location of social networks, providing settings for therapeutic activities. This is based on an understanding of the ways in which environmental, societal, and individual factors can work together to preserve health and well-being. Hence, place is understood as being relational, influenced not only by the physical environment, but also by the human mind and material circumstances—reflecting both human agency (through intentions and actions) as well as the structures and constraints imposed by society [63]. Stress, a complex, documentary, and very important

Figure 2. London: a calm, communal public space, with edible planting, in a therapeutic garden for people living with post-traumatic stress [57].

Figure 3. "PT guided: performance physical Therapy's "PT guided fitness program" [57].
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health issue, points to the importance of the issue of natural regeneration as a key advantage for PTSD to use for healing therapeutics.

According to above, one of the best ways to avoid tension from patient with PTSD treatment is to take refuge in nature. Studies have shown that the presence of plants in the environment reduces blood pressure, heart rate, muscle tension, stress, fatigue, and aggressive behavior, and factors such as level of comfort, tolerance and self-esteem, sense of well-being, life expectancy and enjoy the work environment. As defined by the World Health Organization (WHO), health is a physical, psychological, and social well-being, not just a lack of illness or illness, so the therapeutic landscape is a setting whose maximum design is trying to create healing properties in space. In fact, healing gardens through connection through human senses can heal and reduce the stress of everyday life. Evidences show that the following factors are effective in reducing stress in such spaces: good feelings from the nature, exercise and activity, social support, sense of control Figure 3.

5. Conclusion

Based on the above sections, in Table 1 provides indicators status in a therapeutic landscape for people with PTSD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How impact on health</th>
<th>Indicators status in a therapeutic landscape for people with PTSD</th>
<th>Therapeutic landscape indicators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress reduction</td>
<td>Not too open and not too close</td>
<td>Balance between open and enclosed spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced illness/positive distraction</td>
<td>Planting diversity, the use of short and long plants in combination with the use of green, blue and colorful landscapes</td>
<td>Vegetable diversity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing stress and anxiety</td>
<td>Flexibility in various scales and elements such as paths, furniture activities, etc.</td>
<td>Flexibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing stress/decreasing blood pressure/decreasing anger</td>
<td>Abstraction and complexity for patients who are stressed are unacceptable</td>
<td>Minimizing ambiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reducing stress/making sense of security for more mobility</td>
<td>Providing road safety for patients with mobility problems [slope, stairs, floors], proper lighting for the area</td>
<td>Create a sense of security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce stress and calm down</td>
<td>The bird’s attraction, the sound of the wind flow among the foliage, the sound of water</td>
<td>Decrease undesirable environmental noise and increase natural sounds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive distraction/stress reduction</td>
<td>The limited presence of some animals in some spaces [for example, the presence of fish in a pond or domestic birds]</td>
<td>Create a small ecosystem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced heart rate/reduced anger/concentration</td>
<td>Use of water in ponds, lakes, etc.</td>
<td>Proper use of water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive effect on memory and navigation/decreased heart rate and blood pressure/decreased depression</td>
<td>Flora and plant species diversity, fruit trees</td>
<td>Spread flowers and plants of colorful and fragrant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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How impact on health | Indicators status in a therapeutic landscape for people with PTSD | Therapeutic landscape Indicators
--- | --- | ---
Reduce anger and depression/improve general state/increase cognitive capacity | Creating ground-level pots suitable for people with PTSD with physical restrictions [like wheelchairs] | Creating a workplace for horticulture
Reduce stress/decrease depression/improve memory, concentration and senses | The presence of attractive elements along the way to increase motivation and proper flooring, as well as the creation of shadows is essential | Create spaces for strolling

Table 1. Conclusion.
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